Atlas Tube produces the broadest range of steel hollow structural sections (HHS) in North America. Founded in 1984 by Harry Zekelman, we’ve grown his legacy through dedication to customer service, lean manufacturing, employee empowerment and leading-edge technology.

Atlas is a division of Zekelman Industries, the largest independent steel pipe and tube manufacturer in North America and a leader in modular construction innovations. In addition to our range of structural steel tubing, Atlas has the shortest cycle times in the industry and answers to design and shipment questions.

Atlas advocates for domestic manufacturing and fair trade. **We support:**

**MAKERS LEAGUE**

A campaign calling on business leaders across all sectors to buy local and partner with domestic organizations.

**AMERICAN METAL**

A national grass-roots initiative supporting the domestic steel industry and all the hard workers whose livelihoods depend on it.
ZEKELMAN INDUSTRIES SUBSIDIARIES & LOCATIONS

Wheatland Tube
Wheatland, PA
Chicago, IL
Warren, OH

Hayes Modular
Austin, TX

Atlas Tube
Chicago, IL
Plymouth, MI
Blytheville, AR
Birmingham, AL
Harrow, ON
Oak Bluff, MB

Picoma
Cambridge, OH

Sharon Tube
Farrell, PA
Niles, OH

Western Tube
Long Beach, CA

Z Modular
Chicago, IL
Birmingham, AL
Killeen, TX
Kitchener, ON
Chandler, AZ
Harrow, ON
Troy, MI

PRODUCTS

Product Categories
ASTM A500 HSS
ASTM A1085 HSS
Jumbo HSS
CSA G40.21 HSS
ASTM A252 Steel Pipe Piles
ASTM A513 Mechanical Tubing

CONTACT INFORMATION

Website
https://www.atlastube.com/

Phone Number
800.733.5683

Media Contacts
Camille Grayson
Camille.Grayson@zekelman.com

Kim Peterson
Kim.Peterson@themxgroup.com

Address
1855 East 122nd Street
Chicago, IL 60633

To learn more, visit zekelman.com or call 312.275.1600